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or several years now the world’s largest telecom and

energy players have been predicting the takeoff of 

a robust, actively-traded market for high-capacity

bandwidth swaps. But while that market continues to

grow more slowly than many expected, the market for

voice minutes continues to expand worldwide. In addition

to voice minutes, at least one company says it sees an

active market in IP transit trading just around the corner.

Bob Baulch, director of traffic and route management for Concert, says it is no

secret why the market for minutes is stronger than that for bandwidth. While

bandwidth trading represents a new business model for carriers, he explains,

trading minutes is something most global telecom firms have been doing for decades.

“We are struggling with the transition from an old

model to a new model,” Baulch says. “The

old model is infrastructure based,

where you invest millions and build

up a network and then sell off 

of that. The new model will be

where carriers are evaluating

capacity optimisation 

using trading. Today the

market is for voice minutes.

Futuristically there may be 

a market for IP packets.”

Even the voice minutes market

that exists today, Baulch adds,

may be more complex than the

financial community would like.

Carriers and traders may understand how 

to trade minutes as a commodity, he says, but the

actual delivery of minutes has proven somewhat resistant to

the standardisation one would expect from a true commodity

market. “Depending on where you sit in the market strata,

whether you are a tier one, tier two or tier three carrier, you 

are going to find different metrics within each of the

countries,” Baulch notes.

“Last-mile terminations are going to be very different from

place to place. You cannot simply trade minutes from one

company to another without looking at the performance

dynamics of those minutes when you buy them and when
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you sell them. This market is still more

specialised than the financial community

would like it to be,” he adds.

That said, Baulch believes that Concert

trades internationally with between 60 to 100

companies in the reseller or wholesaler supply

space, and moves an estimated 2.5 billion

minutes per year. The carrier’s hottest markets

are for minutes into and out of countries like

India, Pakistan, Mexico, Vietnam and Cuba, all

somewhat high-cost and with relatively low

availability of voice minutes. “You will look at

almost any alternative that you can find to get

into these countries competitively,” he says.

“The higher-cost countries is where there is

much more going on.”

Frederic Blanc, director of carrier services 

for North America for France Telecom, agrees

with Baulch that the main reason that the

voice minutes market is currently stronger

than the bandwidth market is that carriers

understand the underlying business model.

“The trading of switched voice minutes has

been a reality for the past two or three

years,” Blanc says. “Bandwidth trading is 

still quite new in the carrier community.

But the only thing in common between the

two is the word ‘trading.’”

Since France Telecom moves most of its

internationally traded minutes via trading

desks in Paris, Blanc doesn’t have an

estimate of the carrier’s overall global trading

volume. He notes, though, that the growth of

minutes trading has also been spurred by the

development of international minutes

exchanges such as Band-X and Arbinet-

thexchange, giving carriers ready access to 

a larger pool of both buyers and sellers. “As a

carrier you might not be interested in putting

in a 2MB connection for each and every

route,” Blanc says, “so you directly have one

big pipe to an exchange. Exchanges can be 

a means to reduce your costs and time and

make wholesale sales more efficient.”

That kind of talk is music to the ears of Chris

Reid, marketing director for Arbinet-thexchange.

Started in 1996, Arbinet has been trading

telecom minutes since October of 1999, with

a current roster of some 135 member

companies and over 1100 destinations traded

worldwide, handling 1.5 billion minutes per

year. Reid ticks off several advantages to

using a minutes exchange, including the

opportunity for sellers to remain anonymous

and the exchange’s ability to aggregate

smaller amounts of traffic from each carrier

into larger amounts to sell as blocks. Buyers

can use minutes exchanges to get into harder-

to-reach markets, Reid says, and both buyers

and sellers can use the exchange model to

participate in world-wide markets without

investing in physical infrastructure around 

the globe.

“If you are a CLEC in India, you can use our

exchange in London to sell into the European

and North American market,” Reid says. “That

might be hard for you to do otherwise. If you

are a buyer, you may not have a good way to

get into Hyderabad, India, but we can help

you get there, either via landline or mobile.

Many markets are getting smaller and

smaller and more discreet.”

Reid sees exchanges as complementing

rather than replacing carriers’ traditional

practice of bilateral minutes trading. Most

carriers, he says, have large volume

destinations that make up the bulk of their

traffic, with several lower-volume locales 

that prove more difficult to fill from either 

the buying or selling side. “It is the locations

that don’t move a lot of traffic that we can

help them with,” Reid says. “They will give 

us all their hard-to-reach or low volume
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destinations, and we help them find buyers

that they might not be able to get on their own.”

Another major exchange player is Band-X,

started in London in 1997 and currently with

hubs in New York, London, Hong Kong and

Frankfurt. Paul Newnes, executive vice

president for global switched development 

for Band-X, says his company has seen

“exponential growth” in minutes trading over

the past two years. Band-X now has more

than 130 carriers as active participants and

estimates it moves an average volume of 1.4

million minutes per day. “The much-publicised

downturn in the new economy means

companies are looking to do things differently,”

Newnes notes. “Companies have more minutes

every year to sell. The amount of traffic going

over the pipes is increasing year by year. In

today’s economy it is even more important that

carriers sell all the excess minutes they can.”

An exchange helps do that, Newnes

maintains, by acting as a “mini stock market”

to set prices and bring buyers and sellers

together to make trades. Seller anonymity,

he adds, means carriers can use exchange

listings to determine appropriate market

prices, adjusting them up or down depending

on buyer response. “You can see the

destinations that buyers are really hungry

for,” he says. At the same time, seller

anonymity means buyers sometimes need

reassurance regarding the quality of the

minutes they are buying. Newnes and Reid

both maintain that their exchanges pre-

qualify sellers and perform ongoing testing of

traffic being listed on the exchange, offering

buyers quality-of-service information such as

answer-to-seizure ratio (ASR) in addition to

price and quantity data.

Band-X is also debuting an IP transit

exchange, with eight gigabytes of global

capacity and hubs in London and New York.

Joseph Kiaer, executive vice president for 

US operations for Band-X, says carriers and

Internet service providers want to be able to

buy discreet quantities of IP transit to fill

gaps in their networks worldwide. A good

example, he says, is carrier demand for IP

transit in Latin America. “Latin America has a

lot of newly deregulated countries, a booming

population and good growth in the demand

for broadband services in the near future,”

Kiaer says. “We will see IP trading in London

and New York first, but soon after in Brazil,

The Netherlands, France and Germany.”

Amadeo Ciravegna, head of international sales

for SwissCom, represents an international

carrier that is not only using minutes

exchanges and doing bilateral deals, but 

also stepping up its own minutes trading

capabilities. SwissCom recently opened a

minutes trading desk, beginning operations

June 1. “We set it up to speed our internal

turnaround times,” Ciravegna says. “With the

fast movement of information today, we want

our guys to have immediate price information

to make trades.” SwissCom, he says, expects

to trade between 100 and 150 million minutes

per month as it’s exchange desk grows.

Concert’s Baulch, though, notes that even

with the growth of minutes exchanges and

with carriers setting up their own minutes

trading desks, the lion’s share of minutes

trading still takes place via the tried-and-true

model of bilateral agreements between 

large carriers. “I trade something like 

2.5 billion minutes per year, and am probably

using exchanges for about one half of one

percent of that,” Baulch says. “The problem

is a lot of the exchanges are just not of

critical mass. If you have 2.5 billion to trade,

nobody is scaled enough right now to 

handle that. The exchanges do not have

enough routes or enough capacity to trade 

at that level.”

Baulch says he turns to exchanges for certain

routes, particularly when he feels they offer

competitive prices he cannot get from a

bilateral partner. “They are potentially a very

efficient channel of sales,” Baulch says of

exchanges, “but they are also fighting the

older model of relationships between and

among carriers that continues to this day.

As a carrier, you have done business for 

so many years with other carriers and will

continue to do business with them as long 

as the price differences are not too great.”

Blanc says the bilateral trading model will

continue to buffet minutes exchanges, and

will also have an effect on any developing

market for IP transit trading.

“There is some attempt to trade IP transit,

and there are a few models on the street”

Blanc says. “For all telecom products we 

are entering some level of maturity. Some

products are being commoditised and others

are not. There are ways to trade co-location.

You may be able to develop future market

options for these products and you may not.

Overall, I see more of a telecom marketplace

developing where you are connecting more

buyers and more sellers.”
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